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Fifteen years after its original publication comes a thoroughly revised edition of the Evangelical

Dictionary of Theology. Every article from the original edition has been revisited. With some articles

being removed, others revised, and many new articles added, the result is a completely new

dictionary covering systematic, historical, and philosophical theology as well as theological ethics.
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Here is a book that should be found in the library of every evangelical theologian, theology student,

and pastor today. Without question, this is one of the most thorough and complete one-volume

dictionaries of theology presently available--all of this from an evangelical perspective!! The

international cast of contributors (predominantly from North America, Australia, and the UK), under

the editorial supervision of Dr. Elwell of Wheaton College, have assembled a remarkable wealth of

information. The theologically-inquisitive will find within this volume a fairly substantial summary of

almost any theological issue that one might wish to investigate (and several that one might never

even think to investigate). Multitudinous articles, appearing in alphabetical order, provide summaries

of events, movements, issues and concepts, personalities, terminology, etc. that have in some way

contributed to the shape of Christian theology. Even the "insignificant" things are included. In

addition, the brief bibliographies that appear at the end of each article provide the reader with some

idea of where to turn for further inquiry. One of the greatest strengths of this volume is that, while

decidedly evangelical in perspective, its content is not narrowly dogmatic in orientation. Its



contributors reflect a diversity of theological persuasions and convictions. However, in this day in

which "globalization" has become a very real and important influence on the scope of evangelical

theology, one criticism of this text is that it is largely Western in its orientation. There are few

contributors from non-Western nations.

Other than Scripture, this is the book most often pulled off my shelf and referred to in my studies.

This is not to be confused with the Baker Theological Dictionary, which is a slightly condensed

version of EDT.Dr Elwell is a respectable conservative evangelical scholar who has produced many

scholarly and lay writings centering on dictionary/encyclopedic collections of theological/Scriptural

information. He is a professor of biblical studies and theology at Wheaton College Graduate

School.The book covers a plethora of topics from orthodox Scriptural ideas set forth by theologians,

synopses of Scripture's teachings on topics, heresies and author/theologian biographies. The

writings span from 1/2 page to 4 pages with most articles dealing very well with topics from a

conservative Scriptural standpoint. A leader of that field's specialist writes each article, with well

over 300 different authors providing insights on topics. Each article gives a brief bibliography, and

cross-reference to related topics. Most of the longer topics spanning multiple pages offer a summary

at the end, for those not interested in in-depth study of all aspects of a topic.
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